Hunter 44760 wiring diagram

However, it will display room temperatures. However, when the batteries. By monitoring your
energy usage, you can program the thermostat to optimize energy savings. Reset: Press with a
paper clip to reset the thermostat and return to power-up settings. Alpha-numeric display
shows time, day, temperature,. Use with the Up and Down keys to set the time and day. Filter:
Displays the filter usage counter in hours and minutes. Return-Clear Key: Returns to normal
display mode. This thermostat includes two 8 slotted screws and two wall anchors for
mounting. To install your thermostat, you should have the following tools and materials. Turn
off the power to the furnace at the main power panel or at the furnace. See Figure 1. Some
thermostats will have screws or other locking devices that must first be removed. Once wall
mounting plate is exposed, look for wires. If wires are not visible, they may be connected to the
back of the wallplate. Again, look for screws, tabs, etc. Some models have doors that open to
expose wires and mounting screws. For example,. NOTE: If your heat pump thermostat does not
have an E wire, use the provided jumper wire to connect the E terminal to the W2 terminal, as
shown in three examples above. Refer to the Wiring Diagram on page See Figure 2. Then level
for appearance. Mark holes for plastic anchors provided if your existing holes do not line up
with those on the Hunter wallplate. Insert mounting screws provided into wall anchor and
tighten. See Figure 3. Insert each labeled wire into the bottom of the maching terminal. Refer to
figures 4 and 5. Press bottom of the thermostat body to snap it into the wallplate. NOTE: Do not
force the thermostat onto the wallplate, as the terminal pins may be damaged. If it does not
snap properly, the thermostat may not work. Your thermostat has many settings that can be
adjusted to fit your system and preferences. Setting 1 will cause shorter cycle times. Setting 3
will cause longer cycle times. Refer to the Auto Recovery section on pages for more
information. Welcome to ManualMachine. We have emailed you a verification link to to complete
your registration. Log in Sign up. Forgot password? Enter your email and check your inbox.
Please also check your spam folder. Email sent! Check your email for further instructions. Enter
a new password. My files 0 My downloads 0 History Account settings Sign out. Hunter Fan User
Manual Download for 1. However, it will display room temperatures 9 backup and clock
operation. When this message occurs, install 2 new AAA batteries. Alpha-numeric display
shows time, day, temperature, Home Today: Overrides energy-saving program program
number, and other feature information as required. Temperature Keys: Keys for raising or
lowering temperature settings. Soft-touch programming keypad, see details below. System Key:
Use to select system. Select Heat, Cool or Auto. Fan Key: Used to select fan mode. Option Key:
Enters the option menu. This air could cause a false thermostat reading. Figure 2. The factory
setting is 2. LCD option 5 Lower numbers lighten the display. Higher numbers darken the
display. The factory setting is 5. Register and get 5 for free. Upload manuals that we do not have
and get 1 for each file. Get 1 for every download of your manual. Your new Hunter electronic
thermostat will provide years of. Please read this manual for complete instructions on installing.
By saving energy, your thermostat will pay for. Thank you for buying a. If you require further
assistance, call Hunter Support at Table of Contents continued. Your Thermostat is designed to
operate these. Remove the Mylar label from the LCD display window. The thermostat provides a
3. You can program your thermostat before installation by in-. This feature will prevent damage
to your compressor caused. This can be done while you relax in your favorite. Fresh alkaline
batteries will provide over one year of memory. Your thermostat is set from the factory to
gradually recover. Batteries are recommended to prevent an undesired sys-. Therefore, the
thermostat may turn your. Refer to the Options. When using backup batteries,. All system
controls will remain. Home Today: Overrides energy-saving program. Each of. If you follow the
labeling procedures correctly,. To make sure wires do not fall back. Hot wire of 24VAC
transformer. Activates the 1st stage compressor. Heat or Cool for Heat Pumps. Activates the
2nd stage auxiliary heating when required. Activates reversing valve in COOL mode. Activates
reversing valve in HEAT mode. Activates the system Fan. Can be Auto, On, or Program
controlled. Common wire of 24V AC transformer. Recovery Mode. Lower numbers lighten the
display. Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of hunter ceiling fan wiring schematic. A wiring diagram is
a streamlined traditional pictorial representation of an electric circuit. It shows the parts of the
circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power and signal links between the gadgets. A wiring
diagram usually gives details concerning the loved one position and also arrangement of
gadgets and terminals on the gadgets, to assist in structure or servicing the gadget. A pictorial
layout would show a lot more information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram
makes use of a much more symbolic symbols to emphasize interconnections over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently used to troubleshoot problems as well as making
sure that the links have actually been made and also that every little thing exists. Assortment of
hunter ceiling fan wiring schematic. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a straightforward graph of the

physical connections and also physical layout of an electrical system or circuit. It demonstrates
how the electrical wires are interconnected and could also show where components and
components could be connected to the system. Use wiring diagrams to assist in building or
producing the circuit or electronic device. They are additionally beneficial for making repairs.
Do It Yourself lovers use circuitry diagrams but they are likewise common in house building as
well as vehicle repair service. A residence building contractor will want to confirm the physical
area of electric outlets and also light fixtures making use of a wiring diagram to stay clear of
costly mistakes as well as constructing code violations. A schematic reveals the strategy as
well as function for an electrical circuit, but is not concerned with the physical format of the
cables. Circuitry diagrams reveal how the wires are linked and also where they need to located
in the real gadget, along with the physical links between all the parts. Unlike a pictorial
representation, a wiring diagram utilizes abstract or simplified shapes and lines to reveal
elements. Pictorial diagrams are commonly pictures with tags or highly-detailed drawings of the
physical elements. If a line touching one more line has a black dot, it implies the lines are
linked. Many symbols used on a wiring diagram resemble abstract versions of the real things
they stand for. A button will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cord, a
lot like a light button you can turn on and also off. A resistor will be stood for with a series of
squiggles signifying the constraint of existing circulation. An antenna is a straight line with 3
tiny lines branching off at its end, similar to a genuine antenna. Quick Links. Table of Contents.
Programmable thermostat for single and multistage heat pump systems 23 pages. Page 3: Table
Of Contents We are pleased you have selected one of our broad line of home comfort products.
Our products are manufactured to high quality standards and are designed for years of service.
We hope you will be satisfied and thank you for buying a Hunter product. Table Of Contents It
does this by matching your comfort the temperatures in your home to your schedule. An
example: 6 a. Page 7 To reset filter settings. Automatically Changes the clock Returns programs
the into 12 or 24 hour display to thermostat for military mode. Page 8: Installation Installation
What You Need This thermostat comes with two 8 slotted screws and two wall anchors for
mounting. To install your unit, you should have the following tools and materials. Page Label
Wires Label Wires Each wire coming from the wall to the existing thermostat is connected to a
terminal point on that thermostat. Each of these terminal points is usually marked with a code
letter as shown in Table A on page Tape up the wire and do not use. This wire provides
electricity to non- battery powered thermostats. Page Mount Wallplate And Thermostat Mount
Wallplate and Thermostat Snap open the wallplate from your thermostat by pressing the release
tab on the bottom of the thermostat. Position wallplate on wall and pull existing wires through
large opening. Then level for appearance. Mark holes for plastic anchors provided if existing
holes do not line up with Hunter Thermostat holes. Page Selector Switches Heating system
selector The heating system selector is a switch on the Printed Circuit Board on the inside of
the thermostat. Leave it in this position if you have a gas furnace or an oil burner. Insert the
bottom tab on the thermostat body into the slot at the bottom of the wallplate. Press top of the
thermostat body to snap it into the wallplate. NOTE: Do not force the thermostat onto the
wallplate, as the terminal pins may be damaged. Page Personal Program Schedule
Programming Personal Program Schedule Before programming or changing the Use a pencil so
you can revise your records program, use this Personal Program Schedule each time you
change your temperature to determine which times and temperature settings. Page 23 Similar to
weekday programming. Page Temporary Manual Override To display a manual override setting,
press Your thermostat is now in manual override either arrow for less than 2 seconds. When
arrow is released, the display will Indicator number flashes until the next show current time and
temperature. Page Filter Monitor Operations Filter Monitor The Hunter Digital Thermostat
measures and stores the amount of time the heating or air conditioning system operated. It
factory to cycle when the temperature rises cannot be changed. Check that thermostat is not in
"HOLD" mode. Check for correct day setting. There may be as much as 20 seconds delay in the
thermostat turning the system on - wait and check. Check your circuit breakers and switches to
ensure there is power to the system. This manual is also suitable for: b. Print page 1 Print
document 33 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. It seems we are all having trouble with the
Hunter I just moved into a house and I'm trying to install my programmable thermostat. What to
do with the T purple wire on the lennox when switching to the hunter? Everything went well
during the summer months. A few days ago, the weather in the area turned cold, and I switched
the hunter to heat. Everything seemed to be working correctly Switching over from Weathertron
Baystat to Hunter Remember Me? Find questions to answer Find today's questions Find
unanswered questions. Search Topics. Login Not a member? Join our community. May 26, , AM.
I don't understand the wiring. I had already taken my old thermostat off and didn't look at the

wiring and don't know how the wiring was hooked up. What type of system do you have? What
color wires do you have coming out of the wall? Frigidaire unit. May 26, , PM. What terminals are
on the new thermostat? Red to the R terminal Green to the G terminal White to the W terminal
Yellow to the y terminal You may need to install a jumper wire between RH and Rc if it doesn't
already have one, also don't worry about the blue wire. Not your question? Ask your question
View similar questions. Wire connection from lennox 21J to a hunter [ 1 Answers ] What to do
with the T purple wire on the lennox when switching to the hunter? Answer Find questions to
answer. Find today's questions. Find unanswered questions. Search Search Topics. Advanced
Search. Not a member? Find latest posts by mburgess. Blue, red,green,white ,orange,yellow.
Quick Links. Auto Temp Heat Pump Thermostat. Hunter programmable thermostat owners
manual 8 pages. Your new Hunter electronic thermostat will provide years of reliable service. By
saving energy, your thermostat will pay for itself during its first season of use. Thank you for
buying a Hunter product! However, it will display room temperatures from 15 F to 99 F -9 C and
37 C. Page 6: What You Need If hole in wall is larger than necessary for wires, seal this hole so
that no hot or cold air can enter the back of the thermostat from the wall. This air could cause a
false thermostat reading. Page 7: Installation NOTE: If your heat pump thermostat does not have
an E wire, use the provided jumper wire to connect the E terminal to the W2 terminal, as shown
in three examples above. Refer to the Wiring Diagram on page Insert the upper tabs on the
thermostat body into the slot at the top of the wallplate. Press bottom of the thermostat body to
snap it into the wallplate. NOTE: Do not force the ther- mostat onto the wallplate, as the terminal
pins may be damaged. Press to enter the Option Menu and to change to the next option
selection. The temperature will update after a few seconds. During time and day setting mode,
the temperature and program displays will go blank. Refer to the Steps below. Step 1 Press to
enter time and day setting mode. Page 12 Time Temp Programming Your thermostat can be
programmed for weekdays and week- ends, have unique programs for all 7 days, or the same
pro- gram for everyday. Press at any time to exit the Program Mode. Step 8 Change to the other
system, and repeat steps 2 through 7. Page 7-Day Programming Continue repeating Steps 3
through 7 to program all 7 days of the week. Step 8 When finished, press to return to normal
mode. Step 9 Change to the other system and repeat steps 2 through 8 above. Page Everyday
Programming Press again to move the next program number. Repeat Steps 3 through 5 to
change the remaining programs. Step 7 system Change to the other system and repeat steps 2
through 6. Page Program Options After 15 seconds, the thermostat will return to normal mode
automatically. NOTE: Programs take affect as soon as the thermostat returns to normal mode. If
you are armchair programming the thermostat, slide the system selector to the OFF position
before mounting the thermostat to the wallplate. Page Temporary Manual Override Press to
return the set temperature to the current program set temperature. Refer to the Auto Season
Changeover feature on page 39 for more information. Page Vacation Programmable Hold
Vacation Programmable Hold This thermostat can hold a fixed temperature for a selected
number of days up to After the selected number of days, the thermo- stat will return to normal
program operation. This feature allows you to return home to your normal comfort setpoint
temperatures. Page Home Today If Home Today is pressed after the start of the third program
time of the day, the thermostat will remain in Home To- day mode until the first program of the
next day. Page Energy Monitor Filter Monitor Your thermostat also keeps a record of the
number of hours your filter has been in use. This setting has been designed to provide a
comfortable room tem- perature under most all conditions. To lock or unlock the keyboard,
press and hold BOTH keys for 3 seconds. If the system loses electricity, then the 24V AC power
is lost also. The 2 AAA batteries provide backup operation of the clock, as well as all programs
and settings. Page Troubleshooting 1. The thermostat may be in the AUTO mode. If the Heat and
Cool program temperatures are close, then the thermostat re- quires a larger room temperature
change before changing from Heat or Cool. Print page 1 Print document 28 pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. Try Hydrawise Now. Manage this durable outdoor irrigation controller with
Hydrawise web-based software from anywhere worldwide using your smart device or web
browser. Add a simple-to-install flow meter and set up automatic notifications to alert you of
broken pipes or sprinklers. Standard programming option allows for 6 independent irrigation
programs and 6 start times per program. Advanced programming option provides station-based
programming with up to 6 total start times available. The Pro-HC controller has a full graphical
touchscreen interface, which makes programming with or without Wi-Fi connectivity and
manual starting from the controller a breeze. Daily schedule adjustments based on local
weather data monitor past, current and forecasted temperature, rainfall, humidity, and wind
speed. This allows for adjustments of watering times and schedules to balance water savings
with water efficiency for plants. Monitor your piping and sprinklers with an optional HC Flow

Meter. Receive automatic alerts when a pipe is broken to prevent property damage. Pro-HC
controllers continuously monitor the electrical current flowing to your solenoid valves. If the
current is too high or too low, Hydrawise will alert you and tell you which valve is not working
properly. This allows you to correct a failed valve before damage is done to plant materials. Two
general purpose sensor ports can be used for many different functions. Sensor port works with
the Hunter HC flow meters, the Hunter Clik sensor range and standard rain and soil sensors to
stop irrigation. The sensor ports can also start an irrigation cycle. This allow you to create
custom starts based on sensor readings. Growing Better Neighborhoods Hunter's residential
controllers offer simple to advanced automatic watering with an abundance of user-friendly
features. Most Hunter controllers can be upgraded to "smart controllers" by adding sensors.
Skip to main content. Number of Stations: 6, 12, Type: Fixed. Use this rugged,
professional-grade Wi-Fi controller for residential and light commercial applications. Product
Tabs Videos Copy Link. Copy Link. Key Benefits. Touchscreen Interface Pro-HC. Flow Meter
Detection and Alerts. Advanced Sensor Ports. Order Information - Model Builder Let us help
configure the right product for you. Log in. Ordering Number. Add to list. E VAC with European
connections. A VAC with Australian connections outdoor model has internal transformer with
cord. Select user-installed options Options. Compatible Sensors. Wind sensor interrupts or
returns irrigation when programmed wind speed is measured. Installation Guide for
Hydrawise-Ready Controllers. Pro-HC Door Card. Pro-HC Brochure. Hydrawise Homeowner
Brochure. Hydrawise Contractor Brochure. Hydrawise Commercial Systems Brochure. Pro-HC
Submittal Sheet. Green Roof Irrigation Solutions. Pro-HC Replacement Parts. Hydrawise Best
Tools Flyer. Hydrawise Competitive Advantage Sheet. CAD Installation Details. PDF A4. Pro-HC
Written Specification. Pro-HC Written Specifications. Photos Data Placeholder. Comparison
Chart Check out Hunter's Comparison chart. View Chart. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy.
Forgot your Password? We welcome your comments and suggestions. All information is
provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for
non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle
navigation subscribe. Log in. Remember Me? By logging into your account, you agree to our
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy , and to the use of cookies as described therein. Login with
Facebook Log in. Forgot Password? New Posts. Today's Posts. Community Member List.
Forum Actions Mark Forums Read. Quick Links View Forum Leaders. Help wiring new Heat
Pump thermostat Hunter Thread Tools. I am trying to connect a new thermostat to replace an
ancient mercury switch thermostat. The new thermostat that I have is a Hunter model View
Public Profile. Find all posts by goulartjp. Are you sure about the model you gave? Last edited
by skaggsje; at PM. Reason: added. Find all posts by skaggsje. The heat pump is a full package
mounted outside. It has the compressor, coil, blower and condenser in the same package. OK,
Yes that's a packaged unit. The only two I don't recognize are P1 and P. I think what you have is
a standard package unit with either natural gas or electric heat strips. That being said, you need
to return that stat. I would recommend a Honeywell series or better. Hope this helps. Received
1, Votes on 1, Posts. They probably used W1 as the reversing valve connection and W2 as
backup electric. This looks to be the manual for your unit Find all posts by PJmax. Here are
some images of the schematics on the heat pump as well as a shot of the low voltage wiring on
the unit. Attached Images. In looking over the schematic quickly Are there any spare wires in
the thermostat cable? Received 17 Votes on 14 Posts. Wow, page 11 paragraph B states that a
conventional thermostat will control this heat pump. Energizing G and W1 runs the compressor,
blower, and puts the reversing valve in the heat position. Find all posts by Houston PJmax I
don't think there is an extra conductor in the bundle. I will tear it apart tomorrow and check. I
know it will not be easy pulling in another cable if there isn't a spare conductor. If I did pull in
another wire and connected everything like you have mentioned. What risks do I run if it isn't
correct? Yes PJ is right, They are using W1 to energize the reversing valve. I have not seen this
before. Just for my information could you post the serial so I can see how old this unit is? I
believe that the unit was built between '79 and ' If you don't have an extra wire than you'll need
to switch to a battery operated thermostat that doesn't require a C connection. The service
manual carries a date of on it so that unit is fairly old. Your right, May That's one tough
machine. The B terminal is energized the entire time the thermostat is in heat mode. The heat
would never cycle off. A 2 stage conventional thermostat is required for this unit. Thanks Carlos
That's why I labeled my wiring tentative. You're right B is powered when in heat mode Yea, I've
been meaning to look that word up. Thanks Pete, I have learned a lot from this site. What would
be an example recommendation of a 2 stage conventional thermostat? After looking at the
wiring path for my thermostat wires it isn't going to be pretty. Have you heard of and will it work
add-a-wire for thermostats? I like the series and higher. The are Honeywell WiFi thermostats
that will also support your application. Search Results for honeywell wifi at The Home Depot.

Please help: 8-wire thermostat wiring. I'm replacing an old mercury switch thermostat with a
programmable Hunter off-th Getting ready to change thermostat on heat pump. I have attached
my current thermostat with what I will be installing. All wires Command-Aire Thermostat
Change-out. Hello, I am trying to replace 10 year old Robert Shaw thermostat w Insight for
eliminating snow from long drveway from big snows! Aquastat not sending power to circulating
pump. Oil Light. Whole house generator, general questions. DIY install. Any Tips for Identifying
Circuits and their breakers? Load balancing a main panel? Heat Pumps and Electric Home
Heating. RS1RS1 on Dec 15, Hello, I have an 8 foot baseboard heater and picked up a Honeywell
RLVA to replace the ancient knob thermostat that was totally inaccurate and at times caused the
heat to never come on, or stay on until the room was burning hot.. Nevertheless it's gone.. It as
a 4 wire with ground attachment setup.. The new thermostat is 2 wire. I pushed the ground back
into the box since there is no attachment for it on the new plastic unit the main ground wire
going downstairs is still attached to the electrical box itself and wire nutted the 2 white wires
together, and wired the 2 blacks to the thermostat. It has its own beaker so I am able to shut it
off safely when off season. I'm assuming it's still safe and breaker protected since the ground is
running to the box but no longer to the thermostat itself since it's plastic I'm assuming? Anyway
that aside it works great but I do have a few questions. Before I ask the questions I'll note that it
has icons for flames, from 0 - 5 flames. Once it reaches the desired temp, say 70, it usually goes
down to 1 flame as it should and holds the temp right there very accurately. My concern is that
it sounds like it's cycling on and off every 15 seconds or so to do that. With the old unit it only
did that once every 15 or 30 mins or so presumably because of the 5 to 10 degree swing range
of the old POS thermostat. With the new one, I can hear the sounds it used to make every 15 to
30 mins now every 15 seconds only once it reaches the desired temp and has only 1 or 2 flames
on the display. Does it maintain slight heat by on-off? Is the constant cycling safe and normal?
Also note that at 5 flames it heats up just like the it used to.. Installed new tstat for heat pump,
nothing works. I've got a 30 year old heat pump that I don't use very much but when I need it,
it's fine. It had a York Honeywell FuelSaver that had a rotary dial to set desired temperature that
was becoming very inaccurate. This unit did not have a battery. So I replaced it with a Lux TX
which does have a battery. I use the Lux in another part of my house, liked how it worked and
had a spare. The Lux TX isn't very new but thought it would meet my needs. Got it wired in and
now nothing works. No heat, cooling or fan on manual. I've attached a photo and wiring diagram
of my original thermostat as well as a photo and the suggested wiring diagram of the new
thermostat. Couple of things I noticed. Before I took the old thermostat off, I checked the
voltage from R - red to X black and got almost 12 volts, thought I should be getting 24 volts. But
now that I think of it, I might have had the voltmeter on dc, is tran
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sformer ac? Now, with the wires hooked up, I don't appear to have any voltage. I had turned the
power off while I was doing the rewiring and yes I turned the power back on. I have jumpered
the red to green but the fan did not start. I've seen mentioned the I should have either o or b
connected but not both. Looked like my old thermostat had both connected. From reading other
posts, I think I need G - fan, R - power, Y - compressor and my manual says this should be
jumpered to w, B - chg over. There is also an O shown as alt in my manual. I've taken the wires
off the tstat and don't find voltage either dc or ac using the red wire and any of the other wires.
So maybe I need to get in the crawl space and check at the transformer. And how do I identify
which wire or wires I need to connect for the change over, reversing valve? These were. Not
sure if they have been converted or not. Ask a Question. Question Title:. Your question will be
posted in:. Almost There! New User? Back to question.

